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I have engaged in this fine arts creation, Pixel Arts, for approximately four years. Traced back to the

time when I first learned this type of unique drawing style, I have a feeling, mixed with regrets and

surprise, that I should have known this earlier. Artists in Pixel Arts from all over the world seek to

transmit personal design idea and creation thought by performing combination of Pixels. For this

type of work relies on pure and original visual image, instead of general traditional painting tools,

and develops a type of tempting and charming digital technology art style. This type of temperament

inspires artists with their learning motivation and creation desire, as to further appeal me to embark

on this creation journey.

During my time in searching and learning this, the path isn't so smooth as imagined. On the contrary,

in every stage of my creation life, I often encounter difficulties and frustrations beyond my imagina-

tion. Besides mistakes caused by lack of experiences and relevant information, I also encounter many

obstructions during this exploration path; however, these are all necessary. I believe, to many Pixel

Arts lovers, they must feel the same way. Luckily, after many attempts in trying, I gradually recog-

nize and get the control of techniques and topics. Despite of this, I still work hard to collect and

observe many local and international Pixel websites in attempt to discover many appropriate creation

topics. After one year of efforts, I accumulate hundreds of works, and have won precious experiences

during this process. Finally I am able to gather the harvest in my book.

As for creation topics, I personally focus on unique and original features. I think, topics for creating

Pixel Arts don't have to be restrained in specific popular or fashionable things. On the contrary, topics

such as Chinese traditional fine arts, Taiwanese country culture, and personal growth memories are

all great. Using these elements can be found in my former works. I believe those will still be my

ideas for creating in the future.

In this creation collection, I pick 57 works whose styles match topics, Once Upon A Time in the

Peace Village and The Beauty of Chinese Oprea, two representatives that present strong local tradi-

tional customs and environments. I seek to make a more organized presentation, for using traditional

customs and environments, to my collection and publish them with brand new facade.

For works published at present stage, it can only demonstrate partial thoughts to my former works. I

still expect to have your feedbacks and will gather them for my future improvements and creation

thoughts.

Wang, Kai-Li
August 10, 2005 at Min Chuan University
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